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MEDICO - HISTORICAL STUDY OF "ASVATTHA"
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ABSTRACT
Asvettbe (Ficus religiosa Linn.) is a tree which has got

mythological. religious and medicinal importance in Indian culture since
ancient times. As per Vedic Index Asvstths means horse stand. a place or
site or an object where or under which horses stand. Asvstthe is also known

as Pipal and Bodhidrms. This tree is the oldest depicted tree in India. In

Vedic times it was used to make fire by friction and considered sacred.

Athsrvsveds associates it with the third heaven. It discusses medicinal

properties of Asvetths along with Soma and Kusths. Asvstthe is associated

with the triad of Gods-Brahma, vj$IJU and sivs. Reference to Asvstths is

found in Rsmsysns, Mahiibhiirata, Bhagavadgita, Buddhistic literature,

A rthasiis trs , Purtituis, Upsnissds etc. non- medical literature also.

According to Ayurveds it has several synonyms. Most of them symbolize

its sacredness. Asvsttha is useful in various ailments like consumption,
vomiting, ulcers in oral cavity, burns, gynaecological problems etc. Thus its
medico-historical importance, regional nomenclature, morphological
features in brief etc. are being presented in this article with few illustrations.

Introduction

According to Ayurveds, "Asvetths' is the name of a tree which has got
mythological, religious and medicinal importance in Indian culture since ancient times.
In Vedic Index the word Asvstths has been translated as horse stand, a place or site or
an object where or under which horses stand i.e. are stationed or live. In Satapiitha
Brsbmsns, 'haya'; 'vajin", 'arvan' and 'Asva' words were used for horse. 'Asva' means
that carries men. The name of this philosophically representative tree-image being
'Asvstths horse 'Asva' the animal that the Vedic Indo-Aryans must have brought
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with them is seen to have left its impress on Indian culture. There was perhaps one well
known town bearing a name based on .A5vatthu , is situated in South-East Malwa or
Malwa intrusion into what is known as Berar. Asvstthsnsgsr» was identified with Astapura
in Elichpur district, Berar figures in a Vakataka queen's inscription of Sth century A.D.

Historical background

The reason for a large number of plants not having any commercial use and still
associated with myths and traditions arc difficult to understand.The only explanation
for their asssociation with religious beliefs can be that these plants perhaps because of
the resemblance to the emblem of a particular diety or the name of sage associated with
them made the plants sacred. For this reason alone, a large number of plants are considered
sacred in India and are called the Bodhi trees as certain sages received enlightment
under them. Asvstths is the Bodhi tree of Siikyamuni or Buddha; Nyegrodhs of"Ka.<yapa

etc.

Asvstths is also a mythical plant and is known that KU~"{/1i1 plant grows in the third
heaven under the Asvstths tree along with Soma plant. Images for worship by the K,5atriyiis

are made from Arisths, Asvstths, Khadira, Bilva etc. Asvnttiu: is sacred to planet Brhsspsti
(Jupiter) after whom Brhespstivsrs (Thursday) is named. /0

Here Ficus means fig and religiosa shows that it is venerated. The Sanskrit word
Asvstths means under which horses stand. Bodhedrms means the tree of perfect wisdom.
The name pipa/a has an interesting origin. The ptpela tree has a resemblance to the Polar
tree in that its leaves also shake. Aryan immigrants seeing the tree for first time gave it
the name of the Polar or Pappcl, a tree they were familiar with in the nothern latitudes.
Even now in Italy the transplanted pipsls is called Populo delle Indie or the Indian Polar.

The pipsl» is the oldest depicted tree in India. In vedic times it was used to make
fire by friction. Considering it as sacred tree pipets is seldom cut. It is associated with
the triad Gods; the roots being Brahma, the stem VI;S"(lU and each leaf being the seat of
God Sivs. The Asvstths stitrs says "I bow to the sacred fig tree, to Brahma in the root to
VI;517U in the trunk and to Siva in the foliage. In another myth visnu was born under a
pipets and is therefore considered the tree itself. Yet another legend has Siva and Psrvsti
talking and playing together when the other gods eavesdrop. An enraged Piirvsti curses
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all of them to be reborn as trees. Brahma becomes Pai;Ll:a, Rudra the Ficus indica and
visnu the pips!e.

Some communities believe that the spirits of the dead do not get water in the next
world. The pipala is considered a pathway. pipsls is often married to the Neern tree or
the Banana. If the trees grow together they are considered husband and wife. Neem is
considered symbolically a female except in Rajasthan & Punjab where the same is
considered a male. Msnsss, the goddess of serpants, worshipped in Bengal is said to live
on this tree. Kr$IJa was shot by a hunter's arrow while he sat under the pipsl« tree.

ptpul« is sacred to Buddhists as prince Siddhtirdha received enlightment under it
III Bodh Gsy« and became Buddha. Hence it is also called the Bodhi tree or tree of
enlightment. The Chinese traveller Hiun Tsang gives an account of this tree. In the olden
days, he says, when Buddha was alive this tree was several hundred feet high. Buddha
reached perfect wisdom under it. so it is called the Samyak Sembodbi or tree of knowl edge.

Asvstths (Ficus refigiosa)
S!iIic/~Madhya Pradesh, India, Ist century A.D.

(Courtesy: Plant Myths and Tradition in India - Shakti M. Gupta)
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From antiquity and veneration, the Asvstthe is unrivalled througout the world. It
is mentioned from Vedic times onwards. It is mentioned in 'Bhagavadgita' as 'One that
is not the same tomorrow' with reference perhaps to this world which is ever changing.
Sacredness of the Asvstths is due because its form cannot be known' nor its beginning,
end or support. to

The sacredness of the Asvstthe tree comes perhaps from the old Vedic ritual of
kindling the sacrificial fire at religious ceremonies by friction between two peculiarly
shaped pieces of wood. one of which was the "Asvstths' and the ceremony was called,
'the birth of Agni':

The Atbsrvuvcds in which "Asvsttbs", Ficus religiosa finds its earliest mention
declares it to be "stationed in the third heaven" and as the "seat of Gods"(AV Y. 4.3- 4;
XIX. 39.6). The Ciuindogys Upenissds speaks of "Asvstths' as "Somsssvsne'; one of the
items met with in the super natural world, where only pious men reach after death
(VIII.S.3).

This eternal Asvsttbe (the riddle of the universe) has roots up (in the world) and
branches down below. Known to be the essence, the Brahma etc. and lord Krsns through
his Bhagavadgita (X. V.I; X.26) carried the image and the concept to a much larger
world when he dilated upon them fixing up the vedas and the constituted elements of

human personality into them. In addition he intensified the awe and reverence already
felt in the society towards the tree which has led the scientists to distinguish the particular
tree from others of its kind by adding 'religiosa' to ficus by identifying himself with
'A.svattha' the best of all trees'.
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Asvsrrbs (Ficus religiosai Mohenjodaro seal, 3rd - 4th Century B.C.
(Courtesy: Plant Myths and Tradition in India - Shakti.M.Gupta)

To this mythic tree which represented macrocosm, wonderful medicinal properties
are ascribed in the Athsrvsvcde. The medicine chest of the vedic physician and the cup
to contain the soma are to be made of it; its branches are Vcdss. This tree is worshipped
on Saturdays, in the month of SnJvanand on 'Somvatis' or 'Iunar days". Women perform
predekssns ("walking round it from left to right") to secure the survi val of their husbands
and good luck generally as Savitn~ the wife of setyevsn» is said to have recovered her
deceased husband by its worship. The thread ceremony and marriage of the tree with
the durvs (Cynodon dactylon) is also performed by women. Sacrificial spoons are still
made from its wood. Ficus religiosa is the Bodhidrms or tree of wisdom, of Buddha an
enormous Asvetthu sprung from the centre of universe, an offshoot, no doubt of the
vedic and cosmogenic tree.?

A story in the Mahiibharata and visnu Pursns mentions the importance of Asvstrhs
in the ritual of kindling the sacred fire of horne. Purursvss, the son of Iia and Budh saw
the heavenly nymph Urvssi sporting with her friends and fell in love with her. She also
desired him and both lived together happily for many years. Urvssi had to ultimately
return to her heavenly abode as an 'Apsara' cannot live for ever with a mortal. Purursvss
became inconsolable and the 'gandharvas' took pity on him. Since it was not possible
for Urvssi to live with him on earth, 'gandharvas' decided to include Purursvss among

L _
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them. They gave him the devine fire and asked him to wish before it for permanent life
with Urvssi and his wish would be granted. Purursviis left the fire in the forest and went
for a bath. On his return he found the fire and the pan turned into the "Asvstths' andthe
'Sam!' tree respectively. In fact' Asvsttbs' was growing out of the' Sam!' plant. Having
lost the fire, Purursvss could not wish for permanent life with Semi. So he asked
Gandharviis again for the fire. They asked him to make the fire drill or 'Arwu' from the
wood of the two trees into which the fire produced, and thus wish would be granted.
Purursvss first made the fire drill with two twigs of the Ssm, plant but it was not the
right type of fire, Then he took two twigs of "Asvstths' for the upper part and the lower
of Semi and the fire thus produced was the right type. By wishing before it he obtained
his wish. Symbolically "Asvetths' was the male component and Semi, the female
component. Since the fire was produced by friction between the Asvstths and the Semi
plant in the sacred Horne ceremony, the anology between this and the intercourse of
sexes is apparent, and Agni or fire thus produced is the child. Agni once hid in the
Asvstths tree and because of it being the temporary home of Agni, the God of fire, the
tree became sacred.

Asvsttha (Ficus religiosa) and Nimba / Neem (Azadiractua indica)
Growing together, in a Hindu temple

(Courtesy: Plant Myths and Tradition in India - Shakti M. Gupta)
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Non medical literature and Asvstths

Hindu literature

Vedas: The Rgved» society named Asvstths one of India's greatest trees for vessels
made of the wood of the Asvsttbe are mentioned in the Rgveds where size of it was
mentioned (1.135.8 and X.97.S). Later on in Athsrvsveds also it is constantly referred
and still the people of India began to call it pipsls or Peepal which is also its current
popular name. It is a positive testimony to the interpretation of the Rgved« culture into
the total complex of Indian culture that this wood too should have been found used in
the Rgveda poetry. It is the berry of the tree Pipsls that is mentionedas sweet fruit and
not the tree itself at 1.164.20.8

The Atbsrvevcds which was the source of Ayurvcds declares it to be stationed in
the third heaven and as the seat of Gods. Here Asvstths was mentioned with other
plants like Soma, Kustbs which are having special properties to cure all types of diseases
and can also kill worms. If Asvstrh» grows on Khadira (Acacia catechu) it is treated as
very potent plant with special charecters like potent man gives birth to equally potent
progeny (V4.3.& XIX.39.6.). Asvstthe tree is treated like a hero born of a hero. May
this tree destroy the enemies (diseases) like a valient horseman; valient general on the
battle filled killing the trees (III. 6.1-6,7,8.). At one place Atharvaveda mentions that,
where there are great trees like Asvstths and Nysgroth» and also peacocks, disease
causing germs will run away otherwise they will be ascertained (Iv'37.4.).

Athsrveveds also mentions that A5vattha, plskss (Ficus lacor), Khadira (Acacia
catechu), Bakula (Mimosops elangi) trees are source for a resin which has wound
healing property (v'S.S.) and Asvstth« grown on Ssmi plant can be used by woman for
getting a male child. (VII.II.l). The description of this type of treatment is available in
Ayurveds

Athervsveds clearly mentions that this holy fig tree, Darbha (sacrificial grass),
(the king of plants), Vrihi, Yava etc. posses medicinal properties and they are highly
healing balms and nourish us from heaven like sons. Devichand , the trans later of
Athsrvsveds is of openion that decoction of the leaves of Asvstthe are useful in curing
consumption (VIII. 7. 20). There is a reference of prayer made to Asvetths in Athsrvsvcds
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saying '0 Asvuttb« you please destroy the enemies who are attacking in the form of
diseases'. Here Asvurths and Khadira are compared as soldiers (VIII. 8.3.).(,

Ramayana : One of the great two epics of India written by viilmiki referred a large
number of plants. Asvstths was one amongst them. It has been referred while describing
the Bhurudviiju's asram (Ayodhya khanda 91/49).Existance of Asvetthu was referred as it
was available near Pampa named ssrovsru (lake) (Aranya kluind« 73/3). There is a
poetical hyperbole that Asvstthu tree began 10 dance when Btuirst visited Bhsradveje'»
ssrsm and to make entertainment to Bharata.'

Mahabharata : The second great epic of India was written by Veda vyiisa. It is an
encyclopedic work which has got importance in different kinds of sciences including
medical science. In this work about 179 medicinal plants were referred in several contexts.
Asvstths was also one amongst them (Bulletin of Indian Institute of History of Medicine:
Vol XXV, 1995 pp 20-37). This epic covers the story about the importance of Asvetth»

in the ritual of kindling the sacred fire of Home. which was discussed earlier in this
paper. According to the footnotes given by Ganguli in his translation of Mahiibharala
"Upwards and downwards" words used while describing Asvutths mean from the highest
to the lowest of the created things. Enlarged by the qualities ie.the qualities appearing as
the body, the senses etc. The man who worships Asvstths daily, worships the whole
universe. Even though the tree is mainly associated with Visnu; some consider siva as
the patron deity of the tree.

Bhagavadgi/a : Although widely published and reaci by itself, Bhagavadgila originally
appears as an episode in the Mshsbtuirets. Lord Krsne spoke this to his friend and
devotee Arjuna at the beginning of Kali yuga (age). Bhagavadgita had intensified the awe
and reverence already felt in the society towards the particular tree from others of its
kind by adding religiosa to Ficus by identifying Himself with Asvutths the best of all
trees. Bhagavadgita mentions Asvetths as one that is not the same tomorrow. with reference
perhaps to this world which is ever changing. In text 26 there is a verse refering
Asvsttbs, ie

Asvstths ssrve vrksetuim devsresinsm ca niiradah
gendherveruim citrarathah siddiuinsrn kapilo munih
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Lord Krsns says, "I am the Asverths tree and of the sages among the demigods
I am Narada. Of the Gandharviis I am Chitraratha, and among perfect beings I am the
sage Kapila", It shows the importance and sacredness of the Asvutthe.'

Buddhist Literature

Asvstths is Bodbidrrn or tree of wisdom of the Buddhists and Jains, who relate that at the
birth of the universe, an off shoot no doubt of the vedic and cosmogenic tree. This
literature also carries some medical information not only on plants but also on different
branches of medicine. Vegetables were divided into five groups corresponding to
germinative power and they are propagated from root (mDlabi)a); stem (kandab[ja); knot
(pha/ubija); cutting (aggabija) and seed (bi)a). Assstths or Asvstths, Niggoths or Nysgrodh»
(Ficus bengalensis], Pilakka or Plaksa (Ficus infectoria). Udumbara (Ficus glomerata )
and Kapittana (Feronia elephantum) or whatever others are born from a stem and arise
from a stem. 1.1

PaIJiIJiA~tadhyayi (SDtra) (7th or 5th century B.C.) : It contains valuable information
regarding plants and plant sciences. Paflini, the author of this work followed the Vedic
tradition in dividing the plant kingdom into two broad divisions. osadhi(herbs & shrubs)
and Vrkss (tree). He had only replaced the word Vanaspari by Vrkss for trees.He had
mentioned a large number of plants in various ganas. For example Paliisiidi gana,
Plskssdigsns, Harftakyiidi gana, etc.

Asvsttbs has been mentioned in Plskssdigsns, which contain Ficus plants such as
Plekss, Nysgrodb» and Asvstths etc. (4. 2. 22 ; 3. 48). Psninty« Ganaparha also refers
Asvstthe at 7 places along with other 164 plants. i.e.

kasiidi kumudsdi

Utkaradi
Perpsdi

Plak,sadi
Pilwsd)

Ghossdi
Gsursdi

(4.2.80)
(4.2.90)
(4.3.67)
(4.3.164)
(5.2.24)
(6.2.85)
(4.1.41)
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Patanjali's Mstuibhiisy» (2nd century B.C.) : Patanjali had givcn many valuable
informations regarding plants. He has not only described the characters of plants but
also given information about the trade route of plant products. Asvutth» has been mentioned
by him that. its twigs are useful as sacrificial fuel (1.1.2).

Pursn«
Vsmuns pursns refers Asvutthu at 5 places and mentioned that NiiradN Muni was

meditating under this tree (15/22). This Asvurtbs propitiates from Yama (15/38). It can
prevent the bad dreams if people remember it with devotion (58/69). It has been given
a important place in religious events i.e. after performing Homo for prosperity one
should touch some auspecious objects, Asvutthu tree is onc of theme 14/37). The origin
of Asvstths was mentioned as from Ravi ( 18/8 ).')

Vayupurana refers Asvsrrh» as vanaspati (vegetable) which grows on the summit
of the vipula mountain. Indra had once garlanded this, a fact from which the name of
Kctumsls-dvips is derived. It is also mentioned that Asvstths tree grow at the source of
the river, Keven on the Ausirs mountain. Its sticks are recommended for use in srsdrha.
It symbolizes the spirit of kingship. The fire which was presented to king Puruuives by
Gundhsrvss was prepared with the sticks of Asvutths.t"

Agnipuriina: it refers Asvstthe with the synonyms like Ptpsl. Bodhidrms, caladala
etc.( 108/12). While describing beautiful female, her Yoni was compared with the shape
of leaf of pipals (24311 ,4). Pancha pallavas, Nyagrotha, Udumbara. Peeped. Psrisa,

Plsks« were also referred (224/39). At another place Sri, Kamal (root), Asvetths and
milk etc. were indicated for getting a male baby (302/18-20).15

Upenisad
Candogya Upenissd - It speaks of Asvstths as "somussvuns", one of the items met

with in the supernatural world where only pious men reach after death (VlII.5.3.).

Ksthskeups nisud - Actual image of the spreading tree with its peculiarity of
branches dangling down to the ground. "This eternal Asvsrtbe (the riddle of the universe)
has roots up (in the other world) and branches down below (in this) know that to be

essence, the Brahma etc.

l
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At one 1,)\ace. it i, mentioned that. "Ordhv:.JmO/rl \:.Jk':.Jka c'CJ,vatthah 'anjtarwh" (ll.3. \ \

Which means, Asvutth« bears the names of sod, brshmsn. amrts. and the world
rest upon it: beneath it there is nothing. The wood of the Asvutthe when rubbed against
that of Sam! (Acacia surna) engenders fire, which is symbolic of reproduction, the
female energy. At the marriage functions of the Hindus both of these plants are necessary.

Kaufilya's Arthussistrn : It was written by Kau[ilya also known as Visnugupta and
Canakya on ancient Indian polity.It refers to Asvetths along with Jivsnti tLeptadenia
reticulates Svct«. Muskika to make a pill which acts as a antidote i.e. while describing
the counter measures against injuries to one's own troops (XIY.4.179). At another
place Asvstrhu was mentioned as one of the ingredients of an oil for protecting from
burns wgere author discusses the methods for deceiving the enemy by means of occult
practices (Xly'2.178).IS

Ayurvedic Literature
Asvetthu mentioned In almost all the ayurvcdic texts. It was classified into two

groups i.e. I ) MOtnlsmigrahanlYil (anti- diuretic) and Ksssyskends (Astringent group of
drugs) by Caraka in Sutrs Sthana (4/33), Vinuin« Sthen« (8/144). It was classified in
NyagJ"(Jdhadigana (Ficus group) of drugs by Susrut« in Sutr« Stbsns (38/48). Where as

Vagbhata olAstaiJga Hrdays has classified this in Ksirsvrkss (latex producing) group and
Ponca valkala group (five plants with useful bark) of drugs.

Asvstths has several synonyms, most of them symbolize its sacredness for example
Yiignik (sacrificial) and scvyil (worthy of worship) etc. syurvcde considers its properties
as follows, Rasa-Ka;iiiya (Astringent), Mad/111m (Sweet): Guns- Guru (heavyness) &
Riiks« (roughness); Vipaka Kstu (pungent); Virya-Sita (coldness).

Narahari, the author of Rajanighantu and others refer as many as 32 synonyms
of this tree. They are I.B(Jdhidmza, 2.Ca/ada/, 3.Pippa/aha, 4. Kunjaruscne. 5.ltvamar(t!w,
6. Cal am ant rah a , 7. Povi trak aha, 8. Subh adah a, 9. Bodh ivrk s«. 10. Yagnika,
Il.gajabhaksakaha, l2.Srimana, l3.ksiradrma, 14.Vipra, 15.MaiJgalya, 16.Syamala,
17. Guhyapuspa, 18.Sel'yaha, 19.5atyaha, 20.Sucidrmaha, 21.Dhanuvrk,s·aha.
22.Niigabandhu, 23.Krsns vasa, 24.D(>viitnw, 25. Muhndrms. 26.Kspitsns, Tl.Atcyutuvese,

28.Calapatra. 29. Gaja.5ana. 30.Kc.,~avalaya, 31. Caitysdr, 32. Bodhitaru etc. I
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Authors of Brh strsyec (three big compendia of iiyurveda) VIZ Caraka,
Susruts, Viigbharrahad mentioned Asvstth» approximately at 46 places i.e. 25; 7; 14
places respecti vely."

Riijanighan[u, Dhanvantari and Sodha/a Nighantus have classified Asvstth« in
Amariidivarga (Mangifera indica group). Whereas Msdsnspela Nighuntu and Kaiyadeva
Nighan!us have classified it in Vatiidi varga (Ficus benghalensis group) and Ossdhi varga
(medicinal plant group) respectively. Saligramavai~ya also classified it in Vstsd: varga.

Useful Parts: Stem bark, fruit, leaves, apical bud, latex and root.

Actions & Uses

This is said to be pacifier of Kapha & Pitta dosss. It improves complection,
heals wounds, burns, analgesic, anti-inflammatory. Bark: Useful in vomiting, diarrhoea
and dysentery; Ripened fruit: In abdominal colic, constipation; Young shoots:
Purgative. IX. 21

Dose: Juice- 10 - 20 ml; Decoction - 50-100 ml ; Powder - 1-3 gm.

Chemical Constituents

Beta- Sitosteryl- 0- glucoside (bark); Vitamin-K, n- octacosanol, methyleanolate,
lanosterol, lupen-3 one and phytosterolin, bergaptin bergaptol and 4% of tannin (stem
bark; protein and amino acids (leaves). Air dried bark yields 11.7% of ash. 21

According to Nadkarnls Materia medica, Asvstths seeds act as cooling, laxative,
refregerent; leaves and young shoots are purgative; bark is cooling, astringent, sweet
has nutritive powers and also a corrective of Kapha and Pitta Doses (humors). Fruit is
laxative and digestive. Infusion of bark is astringent. Stem bark or root of Asvstths is
employed as substitute for Some (Ephedra gerardiana Wall.). 1".21

Ayurveds texts indicated that, Asvstths is useful in consumption (Bbe!s Sarilhitii),
vomiting (Bhiiva prskiis»], Viitarakta (Caraka sariJhitiij, Prsmehs, as aphrodisiac, trsctures
(Su.5f'Uta Samhita), burns (Vrnda Miidhava's text), Mukhapiika or aphthous ulcers
(Cakradatta) etc.
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There are some important preparations of Asvstths and used for different diseases
for example, I) Asvstths m[Jladi modsk s (Bhcla Ssmtutu, Cikitsa Sthana 4/54-70):
2) Pencsvelkste Ksseys, 3) Nyagrodhadi Curns, 4) Karanjsdye gbrts, 5.Sarivadyasava
etc.I.I~-22

Ainslie, the author of 'Materia Indica' also states that the seeds of Ficus religiose
are supposed to posses cooling and alternaive qualities and quotes the following passage
from Basloloeo's Voyage to the' East indies'. "Pulverised and taken in water for fourteen
days together, the fruit removes asthma and promotes fruitfulness in woman'vl'art-H)"

Botanical description of Asvetths

Botanical name: Ficus reiigiosa Linn.
Family: Moraceae

Vernacular names

Arabic

BangIa

English

French

German

Gujarati

Hindi

Kannada

Konkan

Malayalam

Marathi

Parsei

Punjabi

Tamil

Telugu

Shajratul, Mutrash

Asvath, Ashuth, Ashathwa

Sacred fig tree, Peepal tree

Figuier-ou-arbre des pagodes

Religioser Fiegenbaurn

Peepalo. Jari, Pi pro, Pupul

Peepal, Pipal, Pipli

Arali, Asvattha

Pirnpala

Arayal, Arachu, Ashvattham

Pimpala, asvatha

DarakhatLarja

Pipal, Bhor

Arak, Arasu, Arasha-rnaram.Arasan, Asvattham

Raavi, Bodhi, Raavichettu, Raiga, Rai, Kulla-Raavi, Ashvatthamu
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Asvstths (Ficus religiosa)
(Courtesy: Data Base on Medicinal Plants used in Ayurveda; CCRAS)

A large genus of trees & shrubs often climbers with milky juice, widely distributed
throughout the tropics of both hemispheres but particularly abundant in South-East
Asia and Polynasia. About 65 species occur in India; the genus is remarkable for the
large variation in the habit of its species. All species of Ficus yield latex, best example is
Ficus elastica which is known source of rubber. Many species are reported as hosts of
the Indian lac insect.

A large deciduous tree, epiphytic when young with spreading branches and rotund
or broadly ovate, caudate, more or less pendulous leaves; fruits sessile in axillary pairs,
depressed globose, c.1/2" in diameter, black or purple when ripe. The tree is found wild
or cultivated nearly throughout India and is considered sacred by Hindus and Buddhists.
It is planted as an avenue or road side tree. It grows fast and can be raised from seeds.
It can also be propagated by cuttings, but these do not strike so well as those of Ficus
benghalensis. (Synonym: Urostima religiosum Gasp.).

The fruits and tender buds are occationally eaten in times of scarcity. The
fruits are eagerly devoured by birds. The leaves and twigs are lopped for cattle and
elephant fodder. The tree is one of the recorded hosts of the Indian lac insect in Madhya
pradesh, Bengal and Assam. The bark contains 4% Tannins and is astringent. An infusion
of it is used for ulcers and skin diseases. An aqueous extract of the bark shows anti-
bacterial activity against Staphylococcus aures and Escherichia coli. Leaves and tender
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shoots are used as purgative and in skin diseases. The fruit is laxative and the seeds are
considered to be cooling, alternative and laxative. 3

William Dyrnock, describes Asvutths as it is given below, Ficus religiosa is a
tree and its leaves long petioled, ovate, cordate, narrow acuminate, acumen, one third
the length of the leaf, entire or repandly undulated towards the apex; fruits receptacles
axillary, paired, sessile, depressed, size of a small cherry appearing in the hot season and
ripening in the rainy season, purple when ripe."

In addition Dymock states that Asvsttbs is an inhabitant of india. He refers
Kathaka Upanishad where, an etrnal and cosmogenic Asvetths or Pippa! tree is described.
Dymock also refers R/ijanighaflfu also which carries the synonyms for Asvstths, i.e.
Ysgnic - sacrificial, srimens - fortunate, Vipra - wise, sevy» - worthy of worship etc.
Indications of Asvsttbs given are ulcers, leucorrhoea and excessive salivation. The
powdered root bark of the Asvstths, rubbed with honey is applied to the aphthae and
unhealthy ulcers to promote granulation.

Conclusion

Asvsttbs (Ficus religiosa Linn.) is a tree which has the medicinal value and
religious importance. It is an inhabitant of India and is sacred for Hindus and Buddhists
all over the world. It is well described in ancient medical and non-medical literature.
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